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Abstract—Voice communication is an emerging 

technology and has great importance in our routine life. 

Perceptual, Voice over Internet Protocol quality is an 

important issue for VoIP Apps services because VoIP Apps 

require real-time support. Many network factors (packet 

loss, packet delay, and jitter) affect to VoIP quality, to 

achieve this objective we used an approach based on Fuzzy 

Logic. We configure Resource Reservation Protocol 

application to control Token Bucket Algorithm and the 

simulation experiments are carried out with Opnet. In 

addition, compare Token Bucket with and without Quality 

of Service for measure network factors. In this paper, 

building Fuzzy Token Bucket System consists of three 

variables (Bandwidth Rate, Buffer Size, and New Token) in 

order to improve Token Bucket Shaper output variable 

(New Token) by Fuzzy Stability model for Voice over IP 

quality maintaining. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

VoIP (pronounced as voyp), also known as IP 
Telephony, is the real-time transmission of voice signals 
using the Internet Protocol (IP) over the public Internet or 
a private data network. In simpler terms, VoIP converts 
the voice signal from your telephone into a digital signal 
that travels over the Internet as in [1]. (RSVP) Resource 
reservation is a network protocol that enables IP-based 
applications to obtain particular (QoS) for data flows. It 
should be considered as a protocol that delivers QoS 
requests to the nodes along the data flow path by 
maintaining appropriate states in these nodes to provide 
the requested service as in [2], [15]; therefore, VoIP uses 
a combination of Real-Time Transport Protocol and User 
Datagram Protocol over IP. UDP, an unreliable service 
provides no guarantees for delivery and no protection 
from duplication using IP to transport messages between 
endpoints in an Internet. RTP, used in conjunction with 
UDP, provides end-to-end (ETE) network transport 
functions for applications transmitting real-time data, 
such as video or voice Apps over network services as in 
[3], [17]. (RSVP) Resource reservation uses Token 
Bucket algorithm to maintain QoS attribute. In this paper, 
we simulate Token Bucket with QoS attribute and 

compare results by Token Bucket without QoS attribute 
then use Fuzzy Token Bucket to enhance this scenario. 
We use Fuzzy logic to get the way to solve the problems 
facing VoIP to this day and focused on one these 
problems Token Bucket in order to improve them. The 
authors used different ways to improve VoIP, we used 
RSVP protocol for Token Bucket with applying on Matlab 
for Fuzzy Logic by using Opnet program results for real-
time, and this is what distinguishes our paper from the 
rest of the articles. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides 
an overview of related work. Section 3 shows VoIP Based 
Token Bucket Rate Section 4 presents fuzzy logic based 
Token Bucket models. Section 5 presents the proposed 
models to Comparison of results with and without FL. 
Section 6 describes the simulation environment. Section 7 
discusses the derived results. Section 8 presents the 
conclusion and the future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many types of research had been done for overcoming 
challenges VoIP QoS, in order to improve performance 
QoS. They had used different simulators to achieve their 
goal. In [4], the authors adapted VoIP schemes based on 
Adaptive multi-rate codec mode to match voice quality to 
available network bandwidth, the authors focus on using 
fuzzy logic with the Adaptive multi-rate codec to enhance 
Priority QoS. 

Fuzzy token bucket scheme is compared with token 
bucket scheme based on two parameters: Average Delay 
and Throughput was presented in [5], for high-speed 
ATM networks. 

The proposed to carry voice calls over IP networks can 
generate network congestion due to the weak supervision 
of the traffic-incoming packet, queuing and scheduling. 
The authors of [6] presented an approach for using the 
fuzzy inference system to classify the queuing incoming 
packet (voice, video, and text); that can reduce recursive 
loop and starvation. 

The authors of [7] used a real-time fuzzy algorithm to 
estimate the strength of the line echo component of the 
voice quality in VoIP networks with using Fuzzy Logic to 
maintain a high level of MOS value in cases of network 
congestion. 
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The authors of [8] used four types of different 
mechanisms, Jump Window, Exponentially Weighted 
Moving Average, Leaky Bucket and modified Fuzzy 
Leaky Bucket techniques to be identified, analyzed and 
simulated by the traffic parameters for peak rate, mean 
rate and the burst time, which characterize the source 
behavior. 

In [17], improve the quality of signal transmission in 
video surveillance system based on IP network, the 
authors focus on one parameter bandwidth only to reduce 
the time delay of the data packets. 

The proposed to introduce a new class of forwarding 
error correction (FEC) codes for VoIP communications 
which support different recovery delay depending on the 
channel conditions. The authors of [18] presented to 
Experiments over real-world packet traces further show 
performance gains of DD codes in terms of perceptually 
motivated ITU-T G.107.E-model. 

Optimization of VoIP network performance based on 
voice call routing and network reorganization the authors 
of [16] used reorganization to meet the requirements of 
VoIP networks deployment at their base has been 
proposed and focus on VoIP algorithm. 

The authors have made an excellent effort to improve 
performance VoIP QoS; we participated in the effort to 
reach a new research point by using fuzzy logic based on 
different rules for three scenarios to reach the best results 
not achieved in previous works. This work presents a set 
of ideas combined as simulate VoIP network with and 
without QoS based on RSVP Protocol by Opnet and 
configure RSVP and building fuzzy interface system (FIS) 
based on three variables by Matlab and compare results as 
in Section 5. 

III. VOIP BASED TOKEN BUCKET RATE 

Attributes describing Resource Reservation Protocol 
(RSVP) Parameters set by the application are defined in 
two objects: The QoS Attribute Configuration object and 
the Application Attribute Configuration object. To run an 
RSVP simulation, both objects must be included in the 
scenario. Bandwidth (bytes/sec) specifies the amount of 
traffic generated by the application at the IP level 
(including TCP/UDP and IP headers). This value is set to 
be the token bucket rate in flow specification of Path and 
Reservation messages. When the reservation is made 
using this flow specification, this value is set as the 
reserved bandwidth for the session according to [9], [15]. 

Because the controlled load service does not precisely 
control packet delay, any device implementing the 
controlled load service should not penalize bursts of 
packets from an application. It should be possible to 
buffer bursty data. The amount of data that should be 
buffered can be configured using the Buffer Size (bytes) 
attribute. This value is used as "bucket size" and is set in 
Path or Reservation messages for the session. When a 
reservation is made, the Buffer Size value is the size of 
the buffer created for data of a particular flow (each 
queue in the implementation is defined by a bandwidth 

and buffer size). The amount of data traffic sent over all 
time periods should not exceed r * T + b where r, is the 
token bucket rate which is the value of Bandwidth 
attribute, b is token bucket size which is the value of 
Buffer Size, and T is the measurement interval in seconds 
as in Opnet modular documentation, 2014 [10], [ 3]. 

IV.  FUZZY LOGIC BASED TOKEN BUCKET MODELS 

The fuzzy logic predictor predicts the token bucket 
rate required based on the average buffer size rate and 
available bandwidth rate according to [11]. The fuzzy 
inputs are the Average Buffer Size Rate ‘BufferSize’ and 
Available Bandwidth Rate ‘BandwidthRate’. The output is 
the New Token Bucket Rate denoted by ‘NewToken’. 

The linguistic values are given below: 

BufferSize = {VL, L, M, H, VH} 

BandwidthRate = {VL, L, AL, BA, AV, AA, BH, H, 
VH} 

NewToken = {VL, L, BA, AV, AA, H, VH} 

Where, the input BufferSize variable is divided into 
five fuzzy subsets as shown in Table I. 

TABLE I. FIS BUFFERSIZE PARAMETERS 

VL Very Low 

L Low 

M Medium 

H High 

VH Very High 

These values are normalized in the range of [0,1]. We 
use triangular membership functions, S-shaped and Z-
shaped functions based on the simplicity of these kinds of 
functions as Mathworks, 2016 [12] mentioned, is as in (1) 
and Fig. 1. Triangle-Shaped Membership Function: 

 (       )      (   (
   

   
  
   

   
)    ) =        (1) 

Where, the parameters a and c locate the “feet” of the 
triangle and the parameter b locates the “peak”. 

Token Bucket Algorithm 

(     )  (     ) 

(r, Max Tokens) 

- Generate r tokens every time unit 

               If number of tokens more than Max Token, reset to Max 

Tokens 

- For an arriving packet: enqueue r 

- While buffer not empty and there are tokens: send a packet and 

discard a token  

  = Max Tokens &   = r/ time unit. 

What does a router need to support stream: 

- Buffer size           
- Rate           

Admission control ( at the router ) 

- Can support (     ) if  
- Enough buffers and bandwidth  

            and           

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8100454/
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8100454/
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Fig. 1. Triangle trimf, P = [3 6 8] [12]. 

After declaring input and output variables, the 
membership functions are plotted i.e. the range is defined 
between 0 and 1 in a normalized form according to 
[13], [5]. 

There are five membership functions for FIS 
BufferSize variable. The value of the variable is 
increasing from very low to very high. The lower value is 
VL and the higher value is VH. Therefore, the name of 
the variable is given according to the strength of variable. 
These are shown in Table II as in [8]. 

TABLE II. MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION PARAMETERS 

Name Type Parameter 

VL zmf 0 0.25 

L trimf 0.0 0.25 0.5 

M trimf 0.25 0.5 0.75 

H trimf 0.5 0.75 1 

VH smf 0.75 1 

As shown in Fig. 2, the input variable ‘BufferSize’ has 
five membership functions. ‘BandwidthRate’ was 
described in Fig. 3, nine membership functions and in 
Fig. 4, the output variable „NewToken’ has seven 
membership functions which are of three types: 
Membership function VL is of Z – shaped, membership 
function VH is of S-shaped and from L to H triangular 
shaped membership function. The input and output 
variables also have different membership functions. The 
linguistic variables are those variables whose values are 
words rather than numbers. Much of fuzzy logic may be 
viewed as a methodology for computing with words rather 
than numbers according to [14], [ 8]. 

 
Fig. 2. Membership function for BufferSize. 

 
Fig. 3. Membership function for bandwidth rate. 

Use Fuzzy sets and fuzzy operators as the subjects and 
verbs of fuzzy logic to form rule. These “if-then rule” 
statements are used to formulate the conditional 
statements that include FL. A single fuzzy if-then rule i.e. 
assumes the form If (BufferSize is L) and (BandwidthRate 
is VL) then (New Token is VL); where L and VL are 
linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets on the ranges 
(universes of discourse) Low and Very Low respectively. 
The if-part of the rule “BufferSize is L and 
BandwidthRate is VL” is called the antecedent or 
premise, while the then part of the rule “NewToken is 
VL” is called the consequent or conclusion. 

The fuzzy engine has 45 rules that relate the two 
inputs with the fuzzy output. The constructions of the 
rules are based on logical reasoning of how the system 
can track bandwidth usage. It is the normalized form of 
inputs and output according to [20]. 

TABLE III. FUZZY CONDITIONAL RULES FOR THE POLICER 

ruleBlock->addRule(fl::Rule::parse("if BandwidthRate is M and BufferSize is 

VL then NewToken is L",engine)); 

ruleBlock->addRule(fl::Rule::parse("if BandwidthRate is M and BufferSize is 

L then NewToken is L", engine)); 

ruleBlock->addRule(fl::Rule::parse("if BandwidthRate is H and BufferSize is 

L then NewToken is M", engine)); 

ruleBlock->addRule(fl::Rule::parse("if BandwidthRate is H and BufferSize is 

H then NewToken is H", engine)); 

ruleBlock->addRule(fl::Rule::parse("if BandwidthRate is VH and BufferSize 

is L then NewToken is H",engine)); 

 
Fig. 4. Membership function for NewToken. 

It is observed that the z-axis variable smoothly varies 
from 0 to 1, i.e., the new token generation rate is varying 
in continuous form. In a token bucket with threshold 
scheme, there was a sudden change in the token 
generation rate, and this problem is overcome in fuzzy 
token bucket scheme. Hence this fuzzy token bucket 
scheme works more efficiently than token bucket scheme. 
Fuzzy conditional rules for the policer are given in 
Table III. 
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Fig. 5. Surface viewer fuzzy token bucket. 

From Fig. 5, the fuzzy token bucket is clear that 
whenever increase bandwidth rate and buffer size rate the 
result new token bucket high quality. We conclude from 
this the strength Fuzzy Token Bucket Shaper depends on 
bandwidth rate and buffer size rate, and thus lower rate 
Packet Delay, jitter and highest quality scale Mean 
Opinion Score (MOS). And here we have succeeded in 
experience Fuzzy logic to define the criteria on which 
depend for maintaining quality voice over internet 
protocol. 

V. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH AND WITHOUT FL 

The proposed fuzzy models were tested by OPNET 
Modeler 14.5 and MATLAB R2016a fuzzy toolbox. Three 
scenarios were used, first scenario VoIP with QoS, second 
scenario VoIP without QoS, and third scenario compare 
the previous result with VoIP based fuzzy logic token 
bucket. After what we succeeded in identifying the causes 
of weakness Token Bucket Shaper, we assume Bandwidth 
Rate and Buffer Size in perfect condition. The proposed 
explain different factors End-to-End Delay, Delay 
Variation, Received and sent packet traffic and Mean 
Opinion Score MOS scale between VoIP with and without 
Token Bucket and VoIP with fuzzy Token Bucket as in 
ITU-T Recommendation [19]. 

In this step, use high Bandwidth Rate and Buffer Size 
for getting New Token is performed well and work 
outstanding as shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of jitter with and without fuzzy logic. 

JITTER = (T4 - T3) - (T2 - T1)                (2) 

Fig. 6 compares the Jitter by using a fuzzy token 
bucket and non-fuzzy token bucket, the time is shown on 
x-axis and Jitter rate is shown at the y-axis. Blue line 
depicts Average Jitter in a token bucket and red line 
depicts the Jitter by the fuzzy token bucket.  Therefore, the 
fuzzy token bucket is performed very well compared with 
a non-fuzzy token bucket. 

Fig. 7 compares the Delay variation by using a fuzzy 
token bucket and token bucket with and without QoS. The 
time is shown on the x-axis and Delay variation rate is 
shown at the y-axis. Blue line depicts Delay variation 
with a token bucket, brown line depicts Delay variation 
without QoS, and red line depicts the Delay variation by 
the fuzzy token bucket. The result is no Delay variation 
by the fuzzy token bucket. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of delay variation with and without fuzzy logic. 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of end-to-end (ete) delay with and without fuzzy logic. 

DELAY = (NETWORK_DELAY + ENCODING_DELAY + 

DECODING_DELAY + COMPRESSION_DELAY + 

DECOMPRESSION_DELAY)                (3) 

Fig. 8 compares the total voice packet delay called 
End-to-End Delay by using a fuzzy token bucket and 
token bucket with and without QoS, the time is shown on 
the x-axis and End-to-End Delay rate is shown at the y-
axis. Light Blue line depicts Delay variation with a token 
bucket, Fuchsia line depicts End-to-End Delay without 
QoS, and red line depicts the End-to-End Delay by the 
fuzzy token bucket. The result is no ETE Delay by the 
fuzzy token bucket. 
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Fig. 9 compares the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) by 
using a fuzzy token bucket and token bucket with and 
without QoS, the time is shown on the x-axis and MOS 
scale is shown at the y-axis. Red line depicts MOS by the 
fuzzy token bucket, Purple line depicts MOS with a token 
bucket, and Blue line depicts MOS without QoS. The 
result is high accuracy for VoIP. 

Fig. 10 compares the data loss by using a fuzzy token 
bucket and non-fuzzy token bucket the time is shown on 
x-axis and data loss rate is shown at the y-axis. Blue line 
depicts data loss with a token bucket and red line depicts 
the data loss by the fuzzy token bucket. The result is no 
Packet Loss by the fuzzy token bucket. 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison of MOS with and without fuzzy logic. 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of data loss with and without fuzzy logic. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

In Fig. 6 comparison between Average Jitter by using 
a fuzzy token bucket and non-fuzzy token bucket as is 
evident in the graph. Use fuzzy model has a clear effect 
on the new token bucket and give rise to zero rates of 
Jitter. In addition, try another test fuzzy logic token 
bucket with delay variation parameter in Fig. 7. The result 
was in favor of fuzzy token bucket after comparison of 
Delay variation with and without QoS token bucket then 
add a fuzzy token bucket. Then we repeated another 
comparison by the end-to-end delay in Fig. 8. The result 
was clear in graph packet ETE Delay in fuzzy token 

bucket much better than packet ETE Delay in a token 
bucket without a fuzzy model. In Fig. 9 we compare the 
Mean Opinion Score (MOS) by using a fuzzy token 
bucket and token bucket with and without QoS The result 
in the graph is high score 5 value in favor of fuzzy token 
bucket while QoS token bucket is 3.4 value and token 
bucket without QoS is 2.2 value and also in Fig. 10. We 
use packet Data loss parameter for comparison data loss 
in a fuzzy token bucket and non-fuzzy token bucket, the 
result was no data loss with a fuzzy token bucket, and 
here it clearly shows that fuzzy model has an effect on 
token bucket algorithm shaper. We have succeeded in 
proving Fuzzy logic define the criteria on which  depend 
for maintaining quality voice over internet protocol 
(VoIP). 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This thesis has discussed a proposed approach for 
improving VoIP quality. The Objective of thesis was 
developed an approach for VoIP QoS, we used fuzzy logic 
control system for improve  QoS by apply fuzzy token 
bucket and  depend on Fuzzy Stability model (FTBS) to 
determine the optimal way to get new token bucket do not 
cause any factors as (jitter – Delay – packet loss) and 
compare with multi scenarios for parameters Jitter, End to 
End Delay, Delay Variation, packet traffic and Mean 
Opinion Score MOS scale between VoIP with and without 
QoS and VoIP with fuzzy Token Bucket. And was the 
result of research whenever improving bandwidth rate and 
buffer size rate the result a new token bucket at the same 
rate of improvement and vice versa. Therefore, Bandwidth 
should be sufficient for traffic since insufficient 
bandwidth may decrease QoS for the flow and buffer size 
also. Future work will be to analyze the working of VoIP 
on mobile 5th generation internet. The performance of 
fuzzy predictor for packet traffic rate in 5th generation 
mobile networks will also be a future scope of the project.  
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